
UNDER PRESSURE PERFORMANCE has been Colorado Springs' premier automotive 
performance specialty shop for nearly a decade. From Monument to Pueblo, we provide the Pikes 
Peak region with a wide range of automotive services, including custom fabrication, in-house dyno 
tuning, engine builds, swaps and general maintenance and repair. Whether your car is 2WD or 
AWD, let us unleash its full potential with a dialed-in performance tune. Owner CK Field will 
extract every ounce of power from your turbocharged, supercharged or all-motor application, 
without sacrificing reliability.

We specialize in Chevrolet, Ford, Honda, Mitsubishi, Pontiac, and Subaru applications, but have the 
experience and expertise necessary to undertake any project, large or small. Our ASE-certified 
mechanics ensure all jobs are completed to the highest standard. If it's not done right, it doesn't 
leave the shop. This mentality has no doubt contributed to our continued success despite 
unfavorable economic conditions.

In addition to our sustaining services, we design, manufacture and market application-specific 
performance kits for a hassle-free way to upgrade your car for more power. Each turbo kit is hand-
built and precision TIG-welded for a perfect fit and finish, every time.

https://www.carid.com/upp-turbo/


Galley Road. Give us a call with any questions, or just stop by and check out the shop - 
we are here to help you out with whatever you need.

SUSPENSION

UPP offers a full line of suspension modifications. We are direct retailers for:

-Belltech
-Eiback
-D2
-Koni
-KW
Suspension

-KYB
-RSR
-Tien

Whether you need Maintenance and Repair for your factory suspension, lowering 
springs, or full on race coil-over systems, we can handle it. So contact us today and one 
of our experienced technicians can help guide you as to what product/system will work 
best for your needs.



TURBO CHARGING

CUSTOM F •ABRICATION

Here at UPP we have some an incredible staff of highly experienced fabricators. We can design and 
build anything from manifolds, IC piping, intakes, exhaust, roll-cages, catch-cans, brackets, to full 
tube frame chassis. With our AutoCad software we are able to design just about anything. We have 
partners in water-jetting and CNC mill/lathe to get the job done right. From custom one off products to 
full manufacturing/production, we have the experience and resources to build what you need. So 
contact us today and one of our experienced fabricators can help guide you as to what services work 
best for you.



UPP does everything from installations, to custom one off designs, to development and 
manufacturing of our own line of turbo systems. We have been manufacturing our own 
line 
of Turbo Systems since 2009, and even have our own line of Turbo Chargers . No 
matter what your turbo project is, chances are we have you covered. So contact us today 
and one of our experienced technicians can help guide you as to what product/system 
will work best for your needs.
DYNO TUNING
THE DYNO
All dyno-tuning is done in-house on our Dynocom AWD dynamometer. It is capable of 
measuring 1800+ wheel horse power PER AXLE with our TWIN Eddy load absorbers. 
These Eddy load units are two of the largest in the industry, capable of bringing a 600hp 
car to a dead stop at WOT. What does this mean for you? Control!!! No matter what the 
power, what the scenario, we can simulate it!

All dynos claim to be accurate, but are they repeatable? Others claim to be the "heart-
breaker"....but when is the last time you walked into a hardware store and asked for a 
yard stick, but demanded that it was 6" too short!!! Here at UPP, we do not mess around, 
we do not play games, your numbers are your numbers, and you deserve them, for better 
or worse. We never manipulate the dyno to make ourselves look good, nor others look 
bad.
For safety reasons, vehicle and dyno will be opperated by dyno opperator, even when 
tuning yourself.

OUR TUNER
Our tuner specializes in fuel injection and forced induction tuning. With our vast 
experience in tuning, we can tune just about any software/hardware combinations 
including:
-HP Tuners (GM/Ford/Chrystler)



-Delta Force Tuning (Ford)
-SCT
-Hondata (Honda)
-Chrome (Honda)
-Neptune (Honda)
-K-Pro (Honda)
-KTuner
-Flash Pro (Honda)
-ECU Flash (Mitsubishi/Subaru)
-DSM Link (Mitsubishi)
-Tuner Pro (Ford/Chevy/Mitsubishi/Nissan)
-*New UpRev (Nissan)
-AEM EMS
-AEM FIC
-AEM Infinity
-Jet Dynamic Spectrum Tuner
-EFI-Live
-Hydra EMS
-DIY - PnP
-Megasuirt
-Haltech
-Motec
-Autronic
-Power FC
-F.A.S.T
-Holley Terminator/Dominator
-Pro EFI

-Holley Carb
-Edelbrock Carb
-Demon Carb

-Pump Gas, C16, E85, Methanol, Meth Injection
-ITBs
-Nitrous: Wet, Dry, Direct Port

VALUE

Because we believe in value of our customers, we believe in doing things honest and fair. 
Because of this when we sought tuning platforms we opted for those that did not require 
unnecessary hardware that you, the customer, would have to foot the cost on. We have 
tried to limit the use of unnecessary hardware so your hard earned money can be applied 
elsewhere, resulting in a faster car, and a happier customer; after all that is our #1 goal.

Because of this we have opted not to tune the following: (Usually we encourage 
customers to "uninstall" the hand held units from their cars and sell them, thereby 
offsetting the cost of the tuning)

-Diablo
-Cobb AP
-Superchi
ps

-Edge



TUNING RESULTS







Check out the collection of engine components we offer.

https://www.carid.com/engine-components.html



